Intermatic timer motor

The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging
where packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store,
unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging,
such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: New. Saves from having to purchase a whole new timer. This timer
clock is genuine Intermatic not a copy replacement. The correct part as advertised, it fixed my
sprinkler clock. This timer motor was exactly what I needed. I was unable to locate one at the
hardware store or Home Depot. This Intermatic OEM time clock worked well and replaced the
old one exactly. Skip to main content. About this product. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest
price The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original
packaging where packaging is applicable. Buy It Now. Add to cart. About this product Product
Identifiers Brand. Show More Show Less. Any Condition Any Condition. Ratings and Reviews
Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 20 reviews. The unit worked as indicated, great
cost value and delivered on time as promised. Good Deal Saves from having to purchase a
whole new timer. Easy install The correct part as advertised, it fixed my sprinkler clock.
Intermatic 14 day timer motor This timer motor was exactly what I needed. You may also like.
Intermatic Electrical Switches. Intermatic Electrical Switches Timer. Intermatic Pool Pumps.
Intermatic Kitchen Timers. Intermatic Electrical Supplies. Menu Menu. Search Everywhere
Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere
Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. Log in Register. Pool School. Support
TFP. New posts Conversations Unanswered threads. What's new. New posts New media Latest
activity. Current visitors. Forum Rules. Intermatic Timer Motor is working but does not turn time
dial. Thread starter priceisright10 Start date Feb 11, JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. I have an issue with a
T Intermatic Timer that the dial will not keep time, thus it will never turn on or off the pool pump.
The motor is working I can see it turning through the peep hole. The pump turns on and off
manually just fine.. I also replaced the timer using a brand new unit all the guts.. The old unit did
have some bad gears that seemed to be lock-up, But I could see the motor turning on that unit
as well.. I'm stumped.. I have a booster pump Intermatic Timer T next to this one and it works
fine.. Looks like its coming from the same power feed. Just moved into this house, so from my
standpoint its never worked.. Any ideas would be a huge help!!! Texas Splash Mod Squad. TFP
Expert. LifeTime Supporter. Hello and welcome to TFP! While I'm not a certified electrician, we
do have many here at TFP who may reply. You sound like a fairly capable DIY'er who is familiar
with these Ts. I suspect you've ruled-out any manual by-pass or override issues with the timer
which leads you to believe it may be strictly a wiring concern. They are fairly straight-forward,
but once in a while we do see some unusual wiring scenarios. In past cases, a good pic or two
have helped the experts to evaluate the issue. Any chance you can post a pic or two of the
wiring in question? Since you are a new member, your photo upload capability may be limited.
So here's a couple ideas to help: Have you tried linking your photos from Photobucket? That's
what many of us do here on TFP. Works great. It may let you upload them that way. They may
show-up large because you can't adjust the size of the attachment, but it may work. Apr 19, 2,
Sacramento, CA. The pump works in the bypass mode correct? If that is true I would take out
the guts again and inspect for anything that may be causing the problem. If you can see
something obvious then fix it. Now that you have it out take it back to Home Depot or wherever
and exchange it for another one and see if that works. If its working in bypass then there is
probably something wrong right out of the box and you should just exchange it. Pool Clown In
The Industry. Sep 5, 2, Silicon Valley, CA. Sounds like your dial has lost its spring, or you have
one or more stripped gears. For ease, lets number the gears in these pictures. Were just looking
at the gears on this side of the mounting plate. Can you rotate the yellow clock wheel without
having to pull it out? If so, this would suggest a broken or missing spring, or stripped gear 1 or
3. The spring keeps the clock wheel engaged to gear 3. You can see the spring between the
clock wheel, and the current time pointer silver. I have pulled the clock wheel out in this picture
like you would to set the correct time. You can see how this disengages gear 1 from 3 to set the
time. Gear 4 comes with the new timer motor and sticks through the mounting plate and
engages gear 2. If you just replaced the timer motor, gear 4 is probably ok. Im thinking if it is a
stripped gear, it's either going to be gear 1 or 2, maybe 3. But 3 is a thicker, stronger gear. If
gear 3 has failed, you will be able to see a pronounced groove in it. I have the same problem.
The timer motor is working but the dial in not turning. Except in my case when its manually
turned on, the dial turns!!! You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads E. Turn off
jets valves when spa is turned off. Replies 2 Views Jan 24, Jimrahbe. Replies 6 Views Jan 16,
ericsante. Wiring for Pump and heater to Intermatic Multiwave. Rhinoevans Dec 18, Replies 10
Views Dec 23, Jimrahbe. Intermatic timer will not shut off and Manual switch does not work.

Replies 4 Views Dec 18, Rhinoevans. Replies 1 Views Dec 12, ajw Top Bottom. Welcome to TFP!
For a wealth of pool care information please check out our free Pool School. If you are in need
of specific help then we encourage you to Register and ask us here in the forum! Menu Menu.
Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦. Log in Register.
Pool School. Support TFP. New posts Conversations Unanswered threads. What's new. New
posts New media Latest activity. Current visitors. Forum Rules. Intermatic Timer Motor
Problems. Thread starter Rstanfla Start date Dec 22, JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Rstanfla New member.
Dec 22, 1 Dover Florida. The timer motor on my Intermatic pool timer stopped. I replaced it with
the same motor. This is a two pole single trip, and I am positive I have it wired correctly, exactly
like it has been for 10 years. The new motor wouldn't operate so I returned it defective and got
another. It also doesn't turn. Contacts on mechanism are fine. Nothing visible jamming the
gears. It does not turn by hand at all. Not sure if it should. Any ideas? I can put on another timer
mechanism, but I hate to keep spending money until I'm sure. Have you ever seen these things
jam with nothing visible? Thanks in advance. Jimrahbe Mod Squad. TFP Expert. LifeTime
Supporter. Jul 7, 20, Bedford, TX. A great resource for solving all your pool maintenance issues
It is unlikely that you two failed motors, so logically it has to be either mis-wired, or the main
mechanism is jammed and not allowing the new motor to turn. I am assuming that you have
used a voltmeter and measured the two leads going to the motor A and 1 and know for sure you
have volts going to the motor. I would take the motor out and temporarily connect it to volts and
see if it turns. If the motor turns when not connected to the timer itself, but does not turn when
attached to the timer, then I would suspect the timer mechanism is bad. Since this is a DPST
unit, what voltage do you have coming into the timer, or volts??? Thanks, Jim R. Apr 7, 40 San
Diego, CA. I tried switching out a new motor awhile back, and the motor ran slower than it
should have. So without the correct time, it was junked. I gave up on it. You must log in or
register to reply here. Similar threads H. Wiring question - Intermatic PME. Replies 1 Views Jan
4, 1poolman1. Wiring for Intermatic T with external override switch. Atenas Dec 20, Replies 7
Views Dec 20, ajw Blue Torrent Pump. How to set Timer. CortneyCompton Dec 13, Replies 2
Views Dec 26, Philo. CortneyCompton Nov 3, Replies 4 Views Nov 3, NCMike. Pool Timer
stopped working.. Pump won't turn on manually from timer. Oct 21, lukeaz1. Top Bottom.
Welcome to TFP! For a wealth of pool care information please check out our free Pool School. If
you are in need of specific help then we encourage you to Register and ask us here in the
forum! Free delivery offer excludes same day delivery. Participation and delivery area vary by
store. Our delivery program lets you get the qualifying items delivered from the store to your
door by a helpful Ace associate. Not a member? You can still receive delivery on qualifying
items for a fee. The fee is determined at checkout. Orders must be placed on days the store is
open, before 4pm local time or 2 hours before store closing time, whichever is earlier. See
Details. Need help? Call I am interested in: check all that apply. Rest assured, we'll call to
confirm. Continue without selecting times. We'll reach out to you shortly to discuss your project
and answer any questions you may have. We Deliver. Get what you need, when you need it.
Learn More. Full store details Change store. Full store details. Current online order pickup times
may be delayed due to weather impacts. Check Nearby Stores. Check if Ace Delivers to my
Address. Delivery distance varies by store. Check to see if you are within this store's delivery
area. Street Address, City, State and Zip. Check Address. Modal Title Placeholder. Delivery From
Your Local Ace. Clear all. Sub-category photoelectric sensors 5 timers Show 20 Results. Price
Custom price range Min. Select 2 or more products for side-by-side feature comparison. Free
Store Pickup Today. Intermatic Indoor Timer volt White. Showing 20 of Be the first to hear about
special offers, events, popular new items and helpful home improvement tips. Are you a home
owner? Paint Projects. Home Improvement Projects. Select Your Local Ace. Your local Ace
Handyman: Need a different Location? Your contact information:. Where will the work be done?
Tell us about your project:. Choose a few times that work best for you: 1. Scheduling your
project is easy! Please select date to proceed. Morning 8ampm Afternoon 12pm-5pm. Thank
you! Find a Pro! Please enter a Zip Code. Handyman Service is currently not available in your
area. Edwin Pawlowski. I noticed after 12 hours the timer seems to be moving to fast 12 hours
registered about 13 hours on the timer. Could I have a wiring issue or is this just a faulty clock
timer? Travis Jordan. Smitty Two. William Underhill. Always take sides! Heaven save us from
poltroons who fear to make a choice! Heinlein, "Double Star". Post by Kenny I don't know what
sort of timer is a T But I have a very old but excellently designed Oasis Dundee 9 Station
irrigation pump controller, which very recently developed an issue where its digital clock was
running too fast. About an hour later, the clock would be something like 7 minutes or so ahead
of 'actual' time of day. My controller doesn't appear to have a 'crystal' component on the circuit

board. But it normally keeps the correct time even when AC power is switched off, and powered
by a back-up battery. So there must be an oscillator circuit in my board's circuit - somewhere.
The beauty of my particular irrigation controller is that it only has two electrolytic capacitors in
it. I changed the smaller electrolytic capacitor a microFarad one. No improvement. I then
changed the larger microFarad one, which fixed the issue. As we know, due to the limits of our
technology - electrolytic capacitors are probably the number 1 cause of electronic circuit
failures in circuits. Since my particular board had only two capacitors, it allowed me to sort
things out fairly quickly. The interesting thing is - the electrolytic capacitors do not necessarily
need to be bulging or physically broken when they go bad or fail. But, they often will have a
bulging top if they've failed. So, if your timer has electrolytic capacitors in it Art Todesco.
Search results for 'Outdoor timer running to fast' newsgroups and mailing lists. Why is HS
running so complicated? Training journal while learning to unicycle started UTC. Edwin
Pawlowski UTC. Travis Jordan UTC. Smitty Two UTC. William Underhill UTC. Kenny UTC. Frank
UTC. Art Todesco UTC. Radwell is not an authorized distributor, reseller or representative of the
products featured on this website. All product names, trademarks, brands and logos used on
this site are the property of their respective owners. The depiction, description or sale of
products featuring these names, trademarks, brands and logos is for identification purposes
only and is not intended to indicate any affiliation with or authorization by any rights holder.
Advanced Search English. Advanced Search q. Contact Us Have you seen this for less? Product
Description. Radwell's 2 Year Warranty. Radwell provides a 2-year warranty on every item we
sell and repair. Our free 2-year warranty makes every Radwell purchase a dependable, reliable
investment in your company's future. Warranty Terms and Conditions. If you need a specific
firmware or series relating to WG, we probably have it. Please call or email us with your request.
Order toll free: Call The Radwell Difference. Disposable Face Masks In-Stock. Sell Us Your
Inventory. Download our spreadsheet and list the equipment you wish to sell. Radwell is an
authorized distributor for these Manufacturers; Radwell sources these products direct from the
Manufacturer; The products are Factory New in Box products; Radwell's QA department
recommends this product due to its superior quality and product offering; Radwell provides
engineering services for customers looking to upgrade or replace unsatisfactory parts with
these direct lines; Ships same day if in stock and ordered by p. Otherwise, Manufacturer lead
times may apply; The Manufacturer's original warranty will apply. Radwell is not an authorized
distributor or an affiliate of the Manufacturer of RISCN1 products; Radwell sources these
products through independent channels including resellers, the original manufacturer not as an
authorized distributor , and online marketplaces, allowing Radwell to obtain competitive buying
rates; The products are genuine, new in box, and unused; The products may vary as to country
of origin, accessories and other items included with the product, the language used on the
packaging, parts and instructions, and the contents of any printed material; For quality
assurance purposes, some products may not have a factory seal. This denotes that the product
was inspected to ensure quality and authenticity; Radwell's engineering team does not make
any recommendations regarding this product; Radwell's engineering team offers services to
upgrade or replace RISCN1 products to RPMFN1 lines; Ships same day if in stock and ordered
by p. Radwell is not an authorized surplus dealer or affiliate for the Manufacturer of RQANS1
products unless explicitly stated otherwise; Radwell sources these products through
independent channels including Original Equipment Manufacturers OEM , Internet exchanges,
direct or independent distributors, miscellaneous resellers, auctions, or direct from user tool
cribs; The products are genuine, in surplus never used original packaging, but they may be
older date codes or series than that available direct from the factory or authorized dealers; The
products may vary as to country of origin, accessories and other items included with the
product, the language used on the packaging, parts and instructions, and the contents of any
printed material; For quality assurance purposes some products may not have a factory seal.
This denotes that the product was inspected to ensure quality and authenticity, or it indicates
that the previous owner opened the seal. In either event, the unit will go through Radwell's
Quality Assurance review; Radwell's engineering team does not make any recommendations
regarding this product; Radwell's engineering team offers services to upgrade or replace
RQANS1 products to RPMFN1 lines; In stock items ship in days to ensure Radwell's Quality
Assurance inspections. Some eligible products may ship within 24 hours. Radwell is not an
authorized surplus dealer or affiliate for the Manufacturer of RQANS2 products unless explicitly
stated otherwise; Radwell sources these products through independent channels including
Original Equipment Manufacturers OEM , Internet exchanges, direct or independent distributors,
miscellaneous resellers, auctions, and direct from user tool cribs; The products are genuine, in
surplus never used Radwell packaging, but they may be older date codes or series than that
available direct from the factory or authorized dealers; The products may vary as to country of

origin, accessories and other items included with the product, the language used on the
packaging, parts and instructions, and the contents of any printed material; If in factory
packaging, the unit will not likely have a factory seal. Radwell is not an authorized surplus
dealer or affiliate for the Manufacturer of RQAUS1 products unless explicitly stated otherwise;
Radwell sources these products through independent channels including Original Equipment
Manufacturers OEM , Internet exchanges, direct or independent distributors, miscellaneous
resellers, auctions, and direct from user tool cribs; The products are genuine, used , and
packed in Radwell packaging , and they may be older date codes or series than that available
direct from the factory or authorized dealers; The products may vary as to country of origin,
accessories and other items included with the product, the language used on the packaging,
parts and instructions, and the contents of any printed material; The products may show signs
of use and may be marked with evidence of the prior owner's use e. Order must be processed
before 3pm ET. Excluding weekends and US holidays. Our free 2 year warranty makes every
Radwell purchase a dependable, reliable investment in your company's future. A valid written
repair rate from a valid competitor must be provided to confirm the price. We may call the
competitor or check their website to verify the lower price, repairability, and testability of the
item. All rights are reserved. Radwell International, Inc.. This website is not sanctioned or
approved by any manufacturer or tradename listed. Designated trademarks, brand names and
brands appearing herein are the property of their respective owners. Rockwell Disclaimer: The
product is used surplus. Radwell is not an authorized surplus dealer or affiliate for the
Manufacturer of this product. The product may have older date codes or be an older series than
that available direct from the factory or authorized dealers. While many Allen-Bradley PLC
products will have firmware already installed, Radwell makes no representation as to whether a
PLC product will or will not have firmware and, if it does have firmware, whether the firmware is
the revision level that you need for your application. Radwell also makes no representations as
to your ability or right to download or otherwise obtain firmware for the product from Rockwell,
its distributors, or any other source. Radwell also makes no representations as to your right to
install any such firmware on the product. Radwell will not obtain or supply firmware on your
behalf. It is your obligation to comply with the terms of any End-User License Agreement or
similar document related to obtaining or installing firmware. Please wait. A request has failed
and is being retried. If the request succeeds, this message will close automatically. This error
most likely means that your internet connection is not working. If this message does not close
after 30 seconds, please check your internet connection and try again. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in
your browser. The Intermatic WGD time clock motor is very sturdy with a high torque. Fits a
variety of T Timers. Fixed tab connectors easily slip over the timer connection poles for simple
installation. Replaces: WG Often with Intermatic replacement motors, all number past the dash
stand for factory revision. So the WG will work for all WGs. As of "D" is the newest revision.
Revision "D" has a factory upgrade. Don't get sold an older revision replacement timer motor.
Ask a Question. There will be delays in fulfilling most of these items. We are working with
manufacturers and distributors to get as much inventory as we can but please expect delays
while we try to get inventory shipped. Add to Cart. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to
the beginning of the images gallery. More Information. Our products reduce installation costs
and provide all of the electrical requirements and flexibility for any pool or spa application.
Reviews 1. Submit Review. Spare part for 1. Related Products. Add to Compare. FREE Shipping.
New Customers: Quick Register. Timers play an essential role in day-to-day lives, especially in
the technologically driven world of today. The manufacturers of these timers provide customers
with a great variety of devices. The timers have control over the interior and exterior lighting,
home and office appliances, pools, irrigation systems, etc. The timer help consumers save
money on water, gas and electricity. Another important specification of timers is a safety
feature. As a result, the use of timers makes our home more comfortable, convenient and
secure. There are times when a timer requires a part. Our online store has created a list of timer
parts that are easy to access and to replace. As a result, you can shop for a necessary timer
part and we will deliver it to you fast. The timer parts include:. Email: sales westsidewholesale.
Shopping on WestsideWholesale. Log In FAQ. We detected that your JavaScript seem to be
disabled. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this
website. Avoid any hold time, let us call you! Order number. Product Category. What's your
issue? Call back in 5 minutes 15 minutes 30 minutes 1 hour 1. Please enter Order. Track it! Your
Account 0 Your Shopping Cart is empty. Search All. Search Preferences:. Click here to recover
your password. Filter Results. Refinements Brand: Intermatic. Clear All Refinements. Only Show
Energy Saving Items Bundle Items Freight items Voltage Voltage is an electromotive force or
potential energy between two points expressed in volts. Standard voltage is V. Low voltage is

12V. Product Collection. Intermatic Timer Parts. Add to Cart Add to List. Previous 1 2 3 4 5 6
Next. Show per page: 15 30 How to Select How to shop for Timer Parts Timers play an essential
role in day-to-day lives, especially in the technologically driven world of today. We always
suggest making a list of actions that timers can have control over and address. A
programmable timer will help you to turn on and off a space heater, pool pump, lighting inside
and outside the house. It can be installed in your bathroom, allowing to turn on and off a
bathroom space heater at night and in the morning. A timer will have control over the motion
detector light. It is a major security feature that help to have a control over the dark areas or
your patio, garden, front and back yards. A pool timer will help you to have full control over the
water pumping and filtration system. At the same time, a pool timer will turn the pool heater on
and off for comfortable swimming. A sprinkler timer with programmable options will water the
lawn. It can turn the lawn irrigation systems while you are away on vacation or out of town.
Timer Parts Selecting and Buying There are times when a timer requires a part. Sign Up. Secure
Shopping Shopping on WestsideWholesale. Please wait See more product details. Skip to main
content. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to
protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Visit the Intermatic Store. This fits your.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by GoodMarketNew. Sold
by Jamlyn-Supply and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Register a free business
account. Product details Size:. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Size:
standart Verified Purchase. My old pool timer, of more than 5 years, finally stopped working. I
guess it's from the recent lightning strikes that zapped it. The original model was TR. This TM is
a direct front face replacement of the old one. Replacing was simple. Don't need V going thru
you. Unscrew to loosen the connection. Push up on that tab and pull the top part and tilt the
plate away from the housing. Images in this review. Fit and works perfectly. As a hint, there are
people in YouTube who sow replacing one of the timers, ut they make it too hard. They have
you labeling wires and all sorts of stuff. Use a tester a simple neon one works fine to ensure the
power is off. Then, using a screwdriver, loosen the screw holding the wires to one terminal, and
put them on the new timer. If you work one terminal at a time, you will not have a problem. After
all wires moved over be sure clamp is on the wire, not the insulation , replace the old timer with
the new one, make sure it is off, then restore the power, then turn the timer on. After a lot of
looking and head scratching I went ahead and bought this to replace the timer in my two timer
pool box. I would imagine that all of Intermatic's VAC boxes use this same basic timer. It fits in
with a snap literally. The old timer is removed by lifting a catch on the TOP of the plate. Its what
holds the timer into the box. With the top loose, swing it out and the bottom comes up slightly
and loose from the 2 tabs on the sides which hold the bottom of the plate in place. The reverse
puts the new one in place. Attach the wires, turn the power back on and check for smoke! Look
thru the back plate in the hole located about 1:oo on the dial and observe that the clock gears
are turning before you button it up. The old mechanism not only had a burned out clock motor,
but was hard to change time. I could have saved money and bought just the motor, but the thing
was probably 30 years old and a all new mechanism sounded like the best path to take. I bought
a home with a pool and installed a SWG. My installer used an old tR that I guess one of the
previous owners used for an old pump. It died 6 months later. I found this replacement part on
amazon for just over 40 price seems to fluctuate so use the 3 camel's to get the best price. I
wanted something more modern, but it was just way too easy to swap this out. No electrician
needed. Simply turn off breaker test with DMM mark the existing wires, unscrew and remove the
existing wires, swap out the unit simple clip mentioned in the many available youtube videos
even if your enclosure is different hook up the marked wires exactly how they were turn the
breaker on, test the leads are the same V with DMM and put the guard on, done My dual timer
system was installed in The timer for the pool pump still works with the trippers. The timer for
the pool sweep pump doesn't. Since the model number is no longer around, I sent a note to
Intermatic asking if I could replace the pool sweep pump timer with this one, and they quickly
sent back a positive reply. I followed his instructions, and things went well as far as that goes.
My timer had four wires going into it. I reconnected the four wires properly, and then oh oh. Two
of the wires were simple jumpers to a twist-on electrical connector, and the pressure of putting
them into their new connectors pulled them out. The other 2 wires were connected through a

conduit so no problem there. I made a semi-educated guess as to which connector each went to
and lucked out. So, in addition to Arvin's notes, follow the wires to see if they go into a
connector, and make note of which one. I had to find out how to wire this unit as a slave to the
master unit, but still make sure the clock always runs. I found an Intermatic wiring diagram for
that. However, the wires coming from the slave clock the unit I just purchased need to be
another 3 inches longer in order to run it without problems to the master unit. In order to not
use a jumper connection, I have them going across the clock face on the master unit. It doesn't
look very professional, but it won't get snagged. Since Intermatic knows this happens, but made
the clock wires too short, I giving it only a 4 star rating. I would buy it again though. One person
found this helpful. This was an easy install, take a picture of the old wiring before you start just
in case. Cut the power and removed the timer from the enclosure without disconnecting the
wiring. Installed the new timer and replaced the wiring one connector at a time to not mix up any
of the wiring. Worked perfectly and only took about 15 minutes. Verified Purchase. I have had to
replace two of these in the last year, and both were a breeze to install. In fifteen minutes, I was
back in business. Please do not read the fact that I have replaced two as meaning that these are
poor quality. Both of those
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timers were over fifteen 15 years old. I think one of them might be closer to thirty 30 years old.
They had just finally worn out. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
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